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Dale Starliird

1
1 Lieut. Colonel
Title Sought By
Five Candidates
Five co-eds are candidates for
the title of Honorary Lieutenant
Colonel Friday in campus-wide
voting. The winner will receive
her commission at the Annual
Military Ball in Memorial Gym
Friday evening.

Nancy Schmidt

Mary Flood

Mary Jane Kilpatrick

Judy DeMerchant

Kappa Sigma Banishes Hell Week
Good Will Chest Drive
Is Behind $2700 Goal
The Good Will Chest Drive was still way behind its goal of

Mary Flood, Nancy Schmidt, Dale $2,700 this week according to a committee report.
Only $1,193.12 had been collected $20.08; Oak, $33.18.
Starbird. Judy de Merchant, and Mary
Jane Kilpatrick are the 1956 candi- as of Monday, less than 50 per cent
Organizations giving to the drive
of the goal. The drive closes Jan. 15. include American Society of Agriculdates.
Big Drop
tural Engineers, Sigma Nu Sigma,
Campus-Wide Voting
Voting, which is open to the entire
A big drop was noted in faculty- Alpha Omicron Pi, Delta Delta Delta,
student body, will be held in the staff and fraternity contributions. Institute of Chemical Engineers,
Library on Friday. Students voting Whereas last year the faculty-staff Eagles, Newman. Maine Outing Club,
for Honorary Lieut. Colonel should gave almost $500, this year's con- Pi Beta Phi, Student Senate, Interfraternity Council, Owls, 'M' Club,
bring their ID cards.
tributions total only $208.50.
Nat Diamond's Orchestra will furSo far only six out of 17 fraterni- Home Economics Club, SRA, Xi Signish music for the Ball, to be held in ties have made donations. They are ma Pi, All Maine Women, American
the Memorial Gym from 9 p.m. to 1 Lambda Chi Alpha, Theta Chi, Alpha Society of Civil Engineers, Mu Alpha
a.m.
Gamma Rho. Phi Mu Delta, Phi Eta Epsilon, Maine Debating Council,
Women's Student Government, South
Corsages for the formal affair are Kappa, and Phi Gamma Delta.
optional.
The Good Will Chest is similar to Apartments, Orono, Bangor, and
The Lieut. Colonel ceremony will any community's Red Feather Drive. Brewer.
take place at the Ball. Candidates It was instituted 14 years ago priThe drive, only campus-wide appeal
will be led to the stage through a marily as a war emergency fund for funds at the University, benefits
sabre arch by Robert Deveau, capt. which also contributed to campus fifteen charities. One-half of the
of D company, Scabbard and Blade emergencies.
funds raised go directly to the World
society, the sponsoring organization. Other Contributions
University Service.
Col. James T. Walker, Professor
Dormitory contributions include
Other organizations receiving a
of Military Science and Tactics, will Balentine, $47.90; Colvin, $31.90; N. large share of the funds include the
present a cup to the winner. Miss Estabrooke, $50.95; E. Chadbourne, United Negro College Fund, Save the
Patricia Wade, present Honorary $47.90; Elms, $27.90; Corbett. $72.41; Children Federation and the UniverLieut. Colonel, will present her with Dunn, $46.54; Hannibal Hamlin, sity's own foreign student and campus
a bouquet.
$14.75; Hart, $97.31; N. Dorms, emergency funds.
The winner will receive her promotion to full Honorary Colonel in the
Spring and will assist in presenting
awards to the cadet regiment at the
Annual Federal Inspection.
Tickets will be on sale at the door
and at the Library and Union Build
ing on Friday.

Kappa Sigma Fraternity ruled out Hell Week at a chapter meeting Monday evening because members felt the program was "not
worthwhile and was hardly worth the time involved."
Instead of the traditional hazing pledge training program during which
program for new pledges Kappa Sig- such projects as repairs at the chapter
ma will conduct a semester long house will be carried out.
Not Worthwhile
1 he action by the fraternity was
prompted by a feeling among members starting last fall that Hell Weeks
were not worthwhile and by the example of many out-of-state fraternities which have done away with Hell
Week or Greek Week programs.
The members of Kappa Sigma expressed their opinions on the matter
in a letter to the Maine Campus this
week. The letter said in part:
"At our weekly meeting held
Monday, Jan, 9, 1956, we at Psi
Chapter of Kappa Sigma brought
up a question that has been in
our minds for some time: that is,
whether or not to continue the
pledge hazing program called
Hell Week or sometimes Creek
Week. We noted that across the
country the trend seems to be to
drop this program. A more lenient program based on constructive ideas rather than immature
tactics will be our future goal.
President Arthur A. Ilauck has
Dean of Men John Stewart. apannounced the appointment of parently pleased with the fraternity's
James A. Harmon as associate di- action, issued the following statement
rector of admissions at the Uni- when contacted by the Campus:
versity. Harmon. who graduated
"I expect that in thc next few years
front Maine in 1940, was associ- all future Hell Weeks will be dropped
ated with the University for a by the remainder of fraternities now
number of years
carrying on such a program."

Holiday Cold Snap Results
In Seventy-Five Freeze-Ups University Discontinues February
A cold snap, lowering temperatures to 28 degrees below zero.
froze up fraternities and housing units while occupants were home Graduation After Seven Years
Registration Is for the holidays.
During Finals

'boa

William C. Wells, manager of dormitories, reported that 75 freeze-ups
of different degrees of seriousness
Student registrat'
for the caused an estimated $3,000 damage.
Spring semester will take place This figure includes salaries paid to
January 23-28 with the excep- crews working overtime making temtion of Technology Freshmen porary repairs, and the replacing of
who will register Tuesday, Jan. sink traps, lavatory facilities, pipes,
and one kitchen stove.
31, beginning at 10 ant.
Registration of new transfer I.ate Work
Frozen sink traps, breaks in pipes,
students and readmissions will
and flooding were so common that
take place Saturday, Feb. 4, from
the University Maintenance Depart8-11:30 a.m.
ment had plumbers on the job every
Students will pick up registra- night until 11 p.m., and on occasions
tion material from advisors or they had crews making repairs as
registering official, pay the fees late as three a.m..
at the Treasurer's office, and leave
Wells stated that in 10 years of
their cards at the Registrar's of- operation of the temporary housing
fice. Registration will not be com- units, "we never had such a condipleted until cards have been filed tion." It was the first time that temperatures ran so low while so many
at the Registrar's office.

Post-war February commencement.
inaugrated in 1947, to accommodate
large numbers of returning veterans,
will be discontinued this year due to
the decreased number of students
completing degree requirements at the
end of the current semester, it was
voted by the Committee on Administration.
George H. Crosby, Registrar, has
announced that students who have
completed degree requirements may
obtain an official certificate to this
effect from the Registrar at no charge.
Elton "Tad" Wieman, former
Degrees for the students will be conAthletie Director and Dean of ferred at the regular June commenceMen at the University, was chosen ment.
Students who cannot return for
Saturday as one of the 14 former
football coaches and players these ceremonies should apply to their
Deans for permission to receive their
named to the National Football
degrees in absentia. Diplomas will
Hall of Fame.
then be mailed to them in June upon

occupants were away. Stoves were
out in over 50 per cent of the units
and a lack of snow allowed the penetrating cold to seep up under the
dwellings.
Francis McGuire of the Plant and
Facilities Department felt that more
attention should be paid to empty
buildings during vacations.

payment of the usual fee of $5.00.
In 1950 the University graduated
its largest February class of over 200
students. There have been less than
70 graduating in February for the last
two Years.

Honor'Tad'Wieman

Square dances for both University
students and faculty members will be
held this week.
Faculty members and their guests
will attend a dance in the Main
Lounge of the Union tonight at 7:45
p.m.
Saturday evening the Square Dance
Club is sponsoring a "Hoe Down
Hop" in the Union's Main Lounge
from 8 to 11:30 p.m.

Slate Square Dances
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Exam Schedule Listed
SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS—Fall Sem. 1955, Jan. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 1956
Time of
Exercise

MON.

MON.

MON.

MON.

MON.

MON.

MON.

MON.

Orono, Maine, January 12, 1956

01'111,11

Correspondence Program
May Take Drastic Turn

En
NE

Director of the University of
Maine General Extension Division, Dean Mark R. Shibles of
the School of Education, says the
Extension Division's correspondence program may take a drastic
new turn next year.

Under certain conditions teachers
working on academic degrees are allowed to take a limited amount of
Time of
WED.
THURS.
Tues.
Flu.
SAT.
MON.
TUES.
TUES.
credit
through correspondence.
Examination
Jan. 26
Jan. 24
Jan. 27
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Jan. 31
Jan. 24
More
than 100 of last year's
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
2:00
correspondence enrollment of 672
were university students who
Tues.
TUES.
TUES.
Time of
TuEs.
TUES.
Tues.
TUES.
Tues.
took correspondence courses durExercise
1
2
4
3
5
6
7
8
The director anticipates beginning ing the summer vacation either
a correspondence-television course for to accelerate their program or
WED.
THURS.
TUES.
FRI.
SAT.
MON.
TUES.
the people of eastern Maine. As now make up deficiencies.
A great variety of courses is offered
planned, the course would offer a lecJan. 24
Jan. 25
Time of
Jan. 26
Jan. 27
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Jan. 31
turer on television at regularly sched- by the Extension Division through
Examination
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
uled times. The registrants would en- correspondence. A sampling of the
,
-.
roll and acquire textbooks prior to course list would include accounting,
WED.
WED.
WED.
Time of
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
the beginning of the series of pro- astronomy, economics, education,
2
3
Exercise
1
4
5
6
7
8
grams. They would get their "class- English, history, mathematics.
room" lectures over television, pre- Typical Course
TUES.
THURS.
Time of
THURS.
SAT.
TUES.
pare lessons at home which would
While all correspondence courses
Examination
Jan. 24
Jan. 26
Jan. 26
Jan. 28
Jan. 24
be mailed regularly to the General are credit-type, they may be taken on
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
Extension Division, and at the com- a non-credit basis. Any person of
2:00
pletion of the course take a final ex- maturity who feels he may profit
amination at one of the four Exten- thereby, may enroll in a corresponTHURS.
Time of
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
sion centers at Orono, Portland, dence course on a non-credit basis.
Exercise
1
2
4
3
5
6
7
8
Presque Isle, and, on alternate years, Enrollment in a correspondence
Augusta and Auburn-Lewiston.
course for credit is restricted to those
Time of
TUES.
TUES.
Dean Shibles sees television as a people who are eligible for admission
Examination
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
means of opening extensive new areas to college.
8:00
2:00
in correspondence study.
A typical correspondence student
Marked Increase
enrolls by mail after selecting his
Time of
Fiu.
Flu.
Flu.
Flu.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
Flu.
Correspondence study through the course from an extension bulletin
Exercise
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
i
General Extension Division has in- which is available upon request.
creased markedly in recent years. Usually a correspondence course reTime of
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
Since 1947-48 when enrollment was quires both a basic textbook and refExamination
Jan. 26
Jan. 27
Jan. 28
141, the number of registrants has erence material. The author and
reached a peak of 745. Last year's name of the publisher of text and
8:00
2:00
2:00
registration was 672.
reference material are listed in each
Time of
SAT.
The term "correspondence study" course outline. The student then beSAT.
SAT.
SAT.
conveys the mental image of long gins preparing the course lessons and
Exercise
1
2
3
4
distances, of exotic places far from mailing them to Orono. Almost withTime of
out exception, a final examination is
the source of the lessons.
Examination
This is an entirely erroneous im- required when the regular course
pression, at least in the case of the work is finished. Upon completion
University Extension Division, since of the examination, a grade is as1
an estimated 95 per cent of the cor- signed and, if satisfactory, a certificate
1
respondence registrants reside within of completion is issued.
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
the State of Maine. Occasionally a
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week is held in any former University student working
given course. For example: if a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be overseas or in the armed forces engiven Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the exami- rolls. One such student was a misnation falls upon Thursday, January 26, at 8:00 A.M.
sionary in India, but for the most part
the enrollment is made up of State of
Note the following changes from the above:
Maine people.
Farm Shop
1
AE
Sat.
Jan. 28
2:00 P.M. 22 Rogers
Explains Situation
Agricultural Arithmetic
13 AE
Thurs. Jan. 26
2:00 P.M. 108 Plant Science
Dean Shibles explains this situaSpecializing in
Animal Breeding
An
Sat.
Jan. 28
2:00 P.M. 24 Rogers
tion by citing the three general cateDependable
Descriptive Astronomy
As
9
Mon. Jan. 23
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium gories into which corresponde
nce stuPrinciples of Economics
Be
1
Mon. Jan. 23
Service
4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium dents fall. The
bulk of the enrollment
Elementary Accounting, Div. 1 & 2
Be
9
Fri.
Jan. 27
10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
comes from the teaching profession.
Elementary Accounting, Div. 3
Be
9
Fri.
Jan. 27
10:30 A.M. 6 South Stevens
Despite the fact that the General ExElementary Accounting, Div. 4
Be
9
Fri.
Jan. 27
10:30 A.M. 28 South Stevens
Business Economics
tension Division maintains the four
Be 49
Mon. Jan. 23
10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
Business Law
Be 55
centers for class instruction, there
Mon. Jan. 23
4:15 P.M. 300 Aubert
Marketing
Be 63
Tues. Jan. 24
10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
are many teachers who are unable to
General Botany
Bt
1
Tues. Jan. 31
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium get their required credit for certificate
Genetics
Bt 45
Sat.
Jan. 28
10:30 A.M. 305 Aubert
renewal at the centers or at summer
Highway Engineering
Contact our Campus
Wed. Jan. 25
Ce 29
10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
sessions.
These teachers, because they
Sanitary
Engineering
Ce 33
Tues. Jan. 24
2:00 P.M. 303 Boardman
Agents
live in isolated communities or beStructural Design
Ce 57
Thurs. Jan. 26
2:00 P.M. 303 Boardman
3
Main
Street, Orono
cause
of
other
circumstances, can keep
Soil Mechanics
Ce 65
Tues. Jan. 24
10:30 A.M. 5 Boardman
TeL 6-3656
Gen. Chemistry, Div. 1, 2,& 3
Ch
1
Fri.
Jan. 27
10:30 A.M. Women's Gymnasium their certificates renewed through corGen. Chemistry, Div. 4 & 5
respondence.
Ch
1
Fri.
Jan. 27
10:30 A.M. See Instructor
Chemical Microscopy
Ch 74
Fri.
Jan. 27
2:00 P.M. 427 Aubert
•
Elements of Chemical Eng.
ChE 64
Fri.
Jan. 27
8:00 A.M. 362 Aubert
•
Elements of Electrical Eng.
1
Es
Fri.
Jan. 27
8:00 A.M. See Instructor
Basic
Electrical Engineering
Sat.
Ee 11
Jan. 28
8:00 AM. 21 and 22 Lord
Electronics
Thurs. Jan. 26
Ee 13
10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
Elem. of Communication
Ee 21
Wed. Jan. 25
10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
D. C. Machinery
Ee 23
Fri.
Jan. 27
2:00 P.M. 22 Lord
C.
A.
Circuits
16 State St.
Tues. Jan. 24
Ee 29
10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
Electric
Circuits
Mon. Jan. 30
Ee 41
2:00 P.M. 21 and 22 Lord
Bangor
Electric Machinery
Ee 46
Mon. Jan. 23
10:30 A.M. 21 and 22 Lord
Freshman Composition
Eh
1
Sat.
Jan. 28
10:30 A.M. See Instructor
BOOKS
Modern Literature
GIFTS
Mon. Jan. 30
Eh
9
4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Elementary French
Fr
1
Wed. Jan. 25
4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Intermediate French
Fr
3
Tues. Jan. 24
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium •
Seminar
Fr 81
Sat.
Jan. 28
8:00 A.M. 13 North Stevens
•
Elements of Forestry, Div. 1, 2& 3
Fy
1
Wed. Jan. 25
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Forest Protection
Fy 11
Mon. Jan. 23
8:00 A.M. 218 Library
Logging
Fy 13
Wed. Jan. 25
10:30 A.M. 101 Plant Science
Forest Management
Fy 25
Fri.
Jan. 27
10:30 A.M. 120 Plant Science
Intermediate German
Gm 3
Mon. Jan. 23
10:30 A.M. 6 South Stevens
American Government
Gt
1
Thurs. Jan. 26
10:30 A.M. See Instructor
Principles of Geology, Physical
For the week of January 9, 1956
Gy
1
Mon. Jan. 23
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Descriptive Geology, Physical
Gy
Fri.
3
Jan. 27
4:15 P.M. 22 Wingate
Engineering Geology
Gy 17
Fri.
Jan. 27
8:00 A.M. 33 Winslow
To
Int. to Foods and Nutrition
He
5
Wed. Jan. 25
10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
Clothing
Construction Problems
He
Thurs. Jan. 26
7
10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
Household Management
He 11
Wed. Jan. 25
8:00 A.M. 16 Merrill
Adv. Institutional Foods
He 82
Sat.
Jan. 28
8:00 A.M. 14 Merrill
Classical and Medieval Civilization
Hy
1
Thurs. Jan. 26
4:15 P.M. 22 Wingate
For his fine sports coverage of the Pale Blue in 1955
U.S. History
Hy
3
Fri.
Jan. 27
4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
History of Western Europe
Hy
5
Sat.
Jan. 28
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Econ. History of U. S.
Hy 59
Mon. Jan. 30
10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
The recipient of this award is entitled to
Int. to Music Literature
Mc
1
Mon. Jan. 23
8:00 A.M. 101 Carnegie & Foyer
Engineering Drawing
$2.00 PERSONAL CLE41VING SERVICE
Mon. Jan. 30
Md
1
8:00 A.M. See Instructor
Descriptive Geometry
Md 3
Sat.
Jan. 28
10:30 A.M. 224 & 226 East Annex
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Materials of Engineering, Div. 1 & 2
Me 21
Wed. Jan. 25
10:30 A.M. 303 Boardman
Materials
of
Engineering
21
Mon. Jan. 23
, Div. 3 & 4
Me
10:30 A.M. 304 & 308 Boardman
Thermodynamics, Div. 1 & 3
Me 33
Mon. Jan. 23
2:00 P.M. 303 Boardman
Thermodynamics
Me 43
Mon. Jan. 23
8:00 A.M. 303 Boardman
18 Mill Street
Orono 63647
(Continued on Page Five)
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Enrollment Increase Brings
Need For Larger Faculty

MAINE CAMPUS

Society
BY CAL GERALD

Page Three

Housing, Food Services Will Be
Available Between Semesters

(Fourth in a series of articles conctining the growth of the Universit
y)
BY MILT HUNTINGTON

Although February 1-5 is an official South Estabrooke House Director.
The Pi Phis began the social whirl
Universit
The housing department does not
y "between semesters" vawith
stag dance at the Memorial
As University enrollment increases, the need for a larger faculty Unionathe
night students returned from cation, housing and food services will yet have information as to how many
is obvious. Although it appears simple enough to place more in- vacation. Jack McDonou
are likely to remain at the University
gh and his be available to students who wish to during this
recess period. Assuming
structors on the payroll, there are a few big obstacles to be con- orchestra played for the crowd.
remain
on
campus,
according
to
Wil- that the number
Chapwill be relatively
sidered.
liam
C.
Wells, manager of University
erons were Prof. and Mrs. William
small, tentative plans are being made
According to a bulletin published salaries, it did improve the situation. Sezak and Prof. and Mrs. Horace dormitories and dining rooms.
to keep only one men's and one womby the University, "the higher salaries
In order to know positively how en's dormitory
Faculty housing is another major Quick.
open.
paid by other universities and indusLast Friday night the annual Eagle- many and who will need housing and
problem facing the administration. A
try make it difficult to hold or atfood
service, the Dormitory Departlot of the faculty have homes in the Owl basketball game was followed
tract good teachers." In a recent
ment has arranged to issue special
vicinity of Old Town, Orono, and by a stag dance at the Memorial Gym,
study of faculty salaries in 32 state
tickets at a cost of $9.00 each. These
Bangor, and 29 units of South Apart- with Sammy Saliba and his band prouniversities, Maine ranked 28th. Reviding
the
music. Chaperons were will be available January 23-28. Men
Dr. Lawrence Cutler, prominent
ments have faculty residents. The
may obtain tickets at the Housing Bangor physician will report
cent salary increases have not kept
,
proposed campus trailer colony would Prof. and Mrs. Alfred Pellegrino
on the
Office
pace with the rising cost of living.
in the Men's Cafeteria and recent White House Conference on
be a definite asset to faculty housing. and Prof. and Mrs. Robert Sherk.
women from Mrs. Ida Sturtevant, Education
Increase Appropriation
held in Washington, D. C.,
The girls at Colvin entertained at
The 97th Legislature appropriated Experiment In Size
at a meeting of Kappa Delta Pi, honan
informal vie dance Saturday eveExperiment in class size is still
$2,025,626 for the operation of the
orary education society, Thursday
being carried on. Different instructors ning. Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
Marino, Brockport State Teachers evening, January 19, at 8 p.m. in the
University for 1955-56, and $2,132,- have
varied philosophies on just what Charles Werner and Mr. and Mrs.
College, N. Y.; Joan Mason to John Bangor Room of the Union.
791 for the second year of the bienthe size of specific types of classes Harold Borns, Jr.
"Duke" Lane, Beta Theta Pi; Connium. This was $793,273 more than
should be.
All University students and faculty
PINNED: Erlene Beale to Ralph
was appropriated for the previous
stance Douglass to James Woodbrev,
members
are invited to attend this
Kelley,
Sig
Ep;
Some
Mary
classes
Maher
Bruce
may
to
be such that a
two year period, 1953-55. The UniPhi Mu; Evelyn Whitney to Robert meeting.
versity trustees and the administration larger group of students could be Hamilton, Sig Ep; Jane Caton to Foster, Phi Mu; Doris Richards to
were gratified to receive this addi- taught at one time. In larger colleges James Humphrey, Phi Eta; Eloise E. Scott Marshall, U. S. Army;
Pational support. Although the increase and universities, classes sometimes run Pelletier to James Daigle, Phi Gam; tricia Gillette to Bradford Claxton,
lrop.1.7
—
as
high
as
200
and
Sylvia
more
to
MacKenz
a
room.
ie
to
Philip Emery, Phi Gam; Barbara
did not close the gap of higher staff
Porter to David
2,3“
d at PARK'S
This, of course, makes it impossible Phi Mu.
Wolfert; Jane Burr to Richard Fifor instructors to get to know their
RE
ENGAGED: Carol Scott to Donald
PARK'S HARDWA
fer, Baltimore, Md.; Caroline Locke
S. VARIETY
students and their problems. Conse- F. Littlefield, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Pa- to John Kostopoulos,
MAI Sir. • t
•D•onc,
Phi Gam.
quently, many students are not able to tricia Nelson to John Nourse,
Monreceive the attention they need.
treal, Canada; Mary Ann Holt to
Where class discussion is necessary, Edric "Rick" Starbird, Phi Kap;
most instructors will insist that 14 or Claire Rusk to Bradford Barton,
The third class in the current series 15 students should be the limit to the Lambda
Chi; Carroll Brown to Frank
of Maine Campus training sessions class.
for new reporters and other students
As soon as the enrollment study
interested in journalism will be held committe
e presents their approximatonight at 7 p.m. in room 3 Fernald tion of
future University size to the
Hall.
administration, definite action can be
Up to 20% off
The second phase of newswriting taken to increase faculty size and to
will be discussed at tonight's class. remedy salary and housing problems.
• eS •••
•.
C•
.
:•••
•0
All Hickory-Laminated
•••• • ••. •
At last week's meeting Brooks •
; ••• •
•
• •.•.
Steel edges
•
Hamilton, head of the University's
• .*
• ••
When In Bangor sop at
•
department of journalism, spoke on
Women's
&
children's
skis
The
Pilot's Grill
opportunities in journalism and the
• •• ••
Opposite Dow Field—
now available
first phase of newswriting was dis•••:i•
cussed.
Hammond Si.
Samples
-ILI
at
•••
All University students who are in"We Cater to Parties
:••
terested in journalism are urged to
Henry
Morton
Tel.
6-4457
•
mad Banquets"
attend these classes.
••••••
it• •.•

Cutler To Speak

Schedule 'Campus'
Class For Tonight

X marks the begi•nnin
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for technical graduates with Goodyear
Representatives of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company will be
here on the date shown below to interview Seniors who will rcceive
B.S. or advanced &grecs in the following fields a team icitl st this:

ON JANUARY 19, 1956
DEGREES

CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Amf.fr-Aitr,%-!..;velcova,,
,www.:7Ai
;.", 7c$4,
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

4
.4c

CHEMISTRY

ITARD

•••honocol IngInering
Cerernocs

1011.111
DIVISION

'MAAR
PIODUCTS
DIVISION

X

x

ItIfeACIOMES
DIVISION

ATONIC
1/4111Gr
DIVISION

x

•

•

I
x
it
x
x

x

Engineering

Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electricul Engineering
Engineering Physiccccs
Physicists
Chemocal

•

x
x
x

Fuel Technologists

x

Industrial Engineering

a

x

x

a

Metallurgical Engineering

a

a

a

a

Metallurgists

a

•

a

a

Rosiness Administration
and Engineeting

a

a

Nuclear Engineering
_

Contact your student placement
office now — plan now to have a
personal interview!

• PLANT ENGINEERING

in 1955

• MACHINE DESIGN
• PROCESS DEVELOPMENT • RESEARCH

• FACTORY MANAGEMENT

• TECHNICAL SALES

Goodyear representative will be here on

JANUARY 18

• PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

x
a
a

ir

Chemists

There's a career for YOU at Goodyear
in any of the following fields:

111(S(•104
AND
DEVElOPmENT

a

•

ii

•

All you need to start is background in one of the
fields listed in the left-hand column above and a pencil to check the activities you want to talk about when
the B&W representative appears on your campus.
He'll be there on the date shown above.
He wants to see you.

BABCOCK
& WILCOX

63647
161 test 42nd St.. N. Y. 17. N. Y.

G-742
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What Do Finals Prove?

On

J(

Instructors Could Use A Little Renovating
BY BEVE FOWLIE

What arguments can you think of that favor final examinations?
Do exams accomplish what they are supposed to? Assumedly to give an accurate picture of how much a student has
absorbed for one semester.
The more finals we get clobbered with, the more we doubt
the value of the present set-up.
As a matter of fact, the only favorable factor we can think
of is that finals encourage a student to review extensively a
course from start to finish. Assuming that this review business
is good, how much knowledge is retained after the all-inclusive
final examination?
Let's face it, most students study so hard for the finals that
they lose sight of an important goal in any course—the retention
of basic processes and objective thinking regarding a particular
subject.
Finals reduce a student to a mechanical memorization machine that is capable of rattling off complex formulas, irregular
verbs, definitions and other data. At the same time, students
become so immersed in the details of the course that general
rules and functions are lost in the tons of minute data that
issue forth like a miniature Niagara Falls.
Tension and fatigue build up in most students prior to
finals. Eyeballs that resemble road maps and a perceptible
shaking palsy are evidence of late hours with the books and a
cramming of data.
Ranks on finals, in one sense, reflect a student's mental
and physical condition rather than his knowledge of a particular
course.
Many colleges have dispensed with final exams entirely.
These schools have proven that final exams do not accomplish
the purpose of determining a student's knowledge.
Another viewpoint is that finals defeat their own purpose
in the following mammer. Their existence in schools creates an
atmosphere of apprehension and nervousness that is definitely
not conducive to bringing out a student's true knowledge.
Therefore, we challange the value of the rank on a final
exam.
Is it a true indication of the student's knowledge?
We do not think it is.

Grounds Crew Is Efficient
With every new blanket of snow that falls on the campus,
a removal problem faces the University Grounds Crew.
At the first indication of a storm, the plows are greased up
and standing by. The men who operate the equipment are
alerted.
As the snow begins to fall, the large scale "operation removal" starts. Sometimes it takes all night to clear the roads
and sidewalks. The campus is a big tract of land with all its
connecting roads and paths.
It takes careful planning and co-operation to insure clear
roads and sidewalks after a snowstorm.
Students and faculty contribute to the removal efforts by
moving their vehicles as requested and to designated areas.
The grounds crew deserves much credit for doing a fine job
in keeping the University roads clear so far this winter.
We know they will keep up the good work.

Cheer Up Techs!
We would like to give a word of encouragement to the
struggling Tech man.
Did you know that, as of last October, the average starting
salary for a man with a B.S. in engineering was $395 per month?
This figures on your slide rule to approximately $98.00 per
week. Not bad to start with!
When calculus sometimes floors you or you lose your
enthusiasm for thermodynamics, think of the dough you'll be
pulling down in a few years.
It'll boost up your spirits and your study habits.

There are probably not less than
10,000 articles and feature stories currently written depicting what students
should do to be successful, what students should not do to be a flop, what
students do that makes them a joy or
what they do to be obnoxious. All
are intended, obviously, for the purpose of creating a better student.
It is high time that instructors were
made aware that they too might benefit from similar advise. Before I get
myself "ousted," let me say that, on
the whole, our instructors are quite
bearable. On the other hand, there
are many little idiosyncrasies that not
only enhance a semester's learning
for the student, but occasionally become annoying and still more often
become amusing.
For out first consideration let us
take the instructor who reads an entire class period from the textbook.
After all, the average student realizes
that it is not only his responsibility
to buy the book, but also to read it.
When the student sits through an
hour of textbook reading in a monotonous monologue the very words
he has read the night before, he begins
to wonder if he wouldn't be just as
well off playing bridge at the Union
or studying some other course.
Usually an instructor brings out
the important points discussed in a
chapter and then adds illustrations

and perhaps some pertinent and supplementary information. He thus
stimulates the students' thinking process. Most instructors follow such a
plan.
Next we have the instructor who
mumbles, "ahs" and "ers" and talks
with his back to his animated audience. Again bridge at the Union is
considered.
Then we have the instructor that
sits on a table and winds his legs in
such a way that the student becomes
fascinated with such double-jointed
agility. This instructor has no trouble
getting the student's attention. He may
turn out some trapeze artists in the
course of a semester, you never can
tell!
Let us take for our next victim the
one who has become fanatical about
his war experiences or daring adventures as a boy. These classes are
never dull. Neither are the prelims.
And what about the one who gestures wildly and swings and whirls
frantically and may or may not be
trying to make a point. Usually these
actions become amusing if not ridiculous. The student often becomes embarrassed for the instructor and even
emotionally disturbed because he cannot decide whether to laugh or to cry.
Next we have the one whose great
Aunt Nellie must have picked out his
neckties. The student develops a fixa-

400 be Vets Oa Campus
To the editor:
Some 400 veterans are included in
the University enrollment. Generally
speaking, they are a serious, sensible
lot, having gained invaluable wordly
wisdom in Uncle Sam's big university.
They are back now gathering great
amounts of gray-matter. This voluminous knowledge will one day be
applied to attain the more important
things in life, namely money.
Joe Vet goes about his daily campus life all equipped with suntans and
pipes, field jackets or P-coats. He is
usually minus white bucks, raccoon
coats, or yellow jelopies. He can be
frequently heard in the process of
class recitation, informing professors
how it was when he was over there.
He is one of the clannish groups
that gather in the Bear's Den to exchange war stories or basic training
blues. More often than not, he is
griping about the chow line at the
Men's Dining Hall.
As the 20th of the month edges

UTTLI MAN ON CAMPUS

pobtlsbed Thursdays derail the mew year by 'flacons of the Variedly
of Mabee. Sobserlptlow rats—SIM per ssisaitie. Local adverddag rats-734 per
and Mama takes 4 Faraald Hall. Tdepbose Edemas
cameo lab.
242. Mambas Associated Caudate Press. Reprimand for madossl adverlfsba
by Nadosal Advertising Service Inc., Valise Publisher's Representative, 420 Manses
Ass, New York 17, N. Y. Entered as seeoad Class Matter at die Post °Mee,
Orem. Me.

Maurice Hickey
John Lane, Jr.

DEPARTMENT EDITORS: City Editor, John Littlefield; Editorial
Page Editor, Chuck Brett; Make-Up Editor, Joe Lorfano; Sports Editor,
Max Burry; Society Editor, Cal Gerald; Feature Editor, Beve Fowlie.
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THE COLLEGE B01'
nearer, Joe gets a hollow feeling in
Columbus, Ohio (ACP) A group
his stomach, a weakening of the
knees, and a rather milky complexion. of nurses at the University of PennIf he lives off campus, the diagnosis sylvania Nursing school recently
may be hunger; or perhaps he is simp- wrote an essay entitled "What Is a
ly experiencing a desire for com- College Boy?" and it was reprinted in
panionship at Pat's or the Shamrock. the Ohio State Lantern. Here are a
Then the big day arrives. He few selections:
A college boy is laziness with peachsquirms in his seat during morning
classes and finally, during a free fuzz on its face, idiocy with lanolin
period, bolts for the third floor of the on its hair, and the "Hope of the
library. Here he joins his clan in a Future" with an overdrawn bank book
in its pocket.
line 800 tired feet long.
After endless hours he cracks the
A college boy is a composite ... he
office doorway, and hands in his
has the energy of a Rip Van Winkle,
claim,(DD Form 578-x-y over 8 dash the shyness of a Mr. Micawbar, the
99), in accordance with Par. #6, Art. practicality of a Don Quixote, the
13, Section 8. If he is ingenious kindness of a Marquis de Sade, the
enough to fill it out properly the first imagination of Bill Sykes, the aspiratime, he at long last in handed that tions of a Casanova and when he
scrumptious, ever-loving yellow en- wants something it is usually money.
velope.
He likes good liquor, bad liquor,
Giving the girls the thank-you ac- cancelled classes,
double features.
tion, he leaps down the three flights of Playtex ads and
girls on football
stairs and races to the parking lot
week ends. He is not much for hopeNAME WITHHELD
ful mothers, irate fathers, sharp-eyed
ushers, campus cops, alarm clocks or
letters from the dean.
by Dick Inkier
A college boy is a magical creature
... you can lock him out of your
heart, but not out of your bank account. Yon can get him off your
mind, but you can't get him off your
expense account.
He is a no-account, girl-chasing
bundle of worry. But when you come
home at night with only the shattered
pieces of hope and dreams, he can
make them seem mightily insignificant
with four magic words: "I flunked
out, Dad!"

The Maine Campus
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER

tion for these horrible colors and
curves and begins wearing the open
sport shirt for fear of duplicating the
effect.
And then we have the instructor
who just cannot seem to realize that
the student just is not, and probably
will not be for some time to come,
on his intellectual level. Or if the instructor does realize it he capitalizes
on it. Inferiority complexes are popular in the student body this year.
And there's the one who seems to
take pleasure in keeping his class in
session after the bell has rung. The
student knows he has to go. The instructor knows the student has to go.
The student knows that the instructor
knows he has to go. The student
develops an emotion something like
hate for the instructor. But he cannot do a thing.
When the frustrated student finally
escapes he has to run on both his
hands and feet in order to be on time
for his next class
Do instructors realize their failures?
Certainly these faults must be unconscious and administered entirely
without malice.
However, their effect is disturbing
and seriously irritating to the student.
We hope that perhaps the instructor
may really look at himself, realizing
that he, as well as the student, might
possibly need some renovating!

°BETTER JUSI SMILE AND SAY 'HELLO."

MORAL: DONT FIGHT CITY HALL
Wilmore, Ky. (ACP) A student at
Asbury College was recently arrested
by a traffic officer for speeding. He
decided to uphold his democratic
rights and carry his case to a trial by
jury.
As the Asbury Collegian remarks.
perhaps we need more people with
such resoluteness. But they aren't sure
just what he gained. The usual fine
for speeding: $13.50. The student's
fine after the trial: $65.50.
• • *
THE CULTURAL SIDE OF LIFE
Corvallis, Ore. (ACP) A music
lover was recently playing a record of
Bizet's "Carmen" when a friend of
his walked into the room. He paused
and listened a minute ... then asked
if it was a foreign translation of the
music from "Carmen Jones."
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Job Opportunities Are
Plentiful, Says Brockway
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Plenty of job opportunities for 1956 University graduates is the
good word from Philip J. Brockway, director of placement. In fact,
according to Brockway the general employment picture for college
graduates this year is probably better than it was last year.

Brockway further observed that the ty graduated its largest class, there
students most in demand and the ones were about 400 graduating engineers.
who get the top starting salary offers During that school year, only 28
are still the technical graduates, those companies made recruiting visits to
majoring in engineering, science, or the campus.
mathematics, but that employment Heavy Demand
opportunities for non-technical stuThe heavy demand for new endents in the large industries are opengineers in large industry has resulted
ing up as these industries expand
in a stedily increasing starting salary
their various departments to keep average.
The estimated average startpace with manufacturing.
ing salary on a national basis for a
Company Interviews
man with the B.S. degree in engineerBrockway's calendar for January, ing was $395 per month as of last
February, and March indicates that October. A year ago the average was
from three to five company inter- $384 per month. During the past
viewers will be on campus every year Maine engineering graduates
school day during that period to talk averaged $385 per month starting
with prospective employees. The salary.
University placement director believes
For some years Brockway has been
that the number of scheduled inter- aware that engineers and other more
views through the early spring months or less specialized students usually
indicates a record year in the number know what career field they wish to
of recruiting visits. Last year there enter, but as a general statement
were 146 such visits. Each inter- people majoring in the wide range of
viewer talks with several students, and the Arts often approach graduation
each student may have as many inter- with little or no knowledge of what
views as he is able to schedule.
fields are open to them and often
Indication of the demand for en- without a choice of career field. Furgineers is seen in the fact that last ther, Brockway had observed that
year the University graduated 100 many Arts people thought their only
B.S. engineers. During the school employment opportunities were in the
year there were 98 interviewers on field in which they majored. For incampus to talk with engineers ex- stance, a psychology major often
clusively. In addition, there were thought the only jobs he could find
other recruiters here who interviewed would be in personnel or social work
engineers along with seniors in other or advanced study that would lead to
fields. Many graduating engineers a professional psychologist position.
have a choice of a number of offers
In an effort to correct these erroneof employment. This year approxi- ous opinions among the Arts majors
mately 164 seniors will take the B.S. and to bring them closer to the overdegree in engineering.
all employment picture, the UniversiIn comparison to the above ratio ty Placement Office in cooperation
of about one recruiting visit for each with the College of Arts and Sciences
graduate, in 1950, when the Universi- this year instituted a series of talks by
men from business and industry, who
outlined the opportunities in their respective fields.
Nine meetings have been held with
The Union Movie this Friday attendance varying
from 25 to 100.
and Saturday nights, Jan. 13.14, At the first meeting Brockway
outis "Johnny Belinda," starring lined the purpose of the program,
the
Jane Wyman and Lew Ayres. general outlook in business and inMovies start at 7 and 9 p.m. in dustry. and the place of the Arts
the Bangor Room.
graduate in the business world.
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Final Exams Scheduled Jan. 23-31
(Costimied from Page Two)
Me
Me
Me
Me
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Mt
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Mt
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P1
Ps
Ps
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51
51
53
81
1
3
5
7
8
9
27
57
1
3
5
7
1
1
1
1
la
53
1
65
1
31

I
3
3
1
3

Strength of Materials, Div. 1 & 5
Thurs. Jan. 26 at
Strength of Materials, Div. 2, 3 & 4
Sat.
Jan. 28
Applied Mechanics, Div. 2 & 3
Mon. Jan. 30 aat
t
Modern Turbines
Sat.
Jan. 28 at
Trigonometry
Thurs. Jan. 26 at
Algebra
Mon. Jan. 23 at
Elements of College Math.
Mon. Jan. 23 at
Basic Mathematics
Tues. Jan. 24 at
Fundamental Mathematics
Wed.
at
College Algebra
Tues. j
Jan
4 at
an. 25
Calculus
Mon. Jan. 30 at
Engineering Mathematics
Mon. Jan. 30 at
1st Year Basic Military
Tues. Jan. 31 at
2nd Year Basic Military
Tues. Jan. 31 at
1st Year Advanced Military
Tues. Jan. 31 at
2nd Year Advanced Military
Tues. JJaa
1 at
ann
n 22
334
Modern Society
Tues.
Poultry Husbandry
Mon.
att
Philosophy and Modern Life
Sat.
Jan. 28 at
General Physics
Tues. Jan. 24 at
General Physics
Tues. Jan. 24 at
Fri.
Electrical Measurements
Jan. 27
General Psychology
Tues. Jan. 24 at
a
Educational Psychology, Div. 1, 2 & 3 Mon. Jan. 23 at
Public Speaking
Thurs. Jan. 26 at
Wed. Jan. 25 at
Voice and Diction
Elementary Spanish
Wed. Jan. 25 at
Intermediate Spanish
Sat.
Jan. 28 at
Social Problems
Mon. Jan. 30 at
General Zoology
Mon. Jan. 23 at
Animal Biology
Mon. Jan. 30 at
No changes can be made in this schedule.

Canterbury Gets $25,000 Gift

10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

303 Boardman
300 Aubert
303 Boardman
303 Boatdman
See Instructor
See Instructor
22 Wingate
218 Library
218 Library
22 Wingate
Women's Gymnasium
300 Aubert
See Instructor
Women's Gymnasium
218 Library
300 Aubert
Women's Gymnasium
218 Library
Women's Gymnasium
See Instructor
See Instructor
204 Aubert
See Instructor
305 Aubert
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium
218 Library
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium

Club Hears Hartgen

A gift of $25,000 for the expansion of Canterbury House and Professor Vincent Hartgen gave z.n
provision for an adequate chapel was announced during the Christ- illustrated lecture on church architecture to members of the Newman Club
mas holidays by the Rev. John T. Mason, Jr., chaplain.
recently.
The gift comes from the National
Executive Board of the Woman's 40, has averaged from 40 to 60 this
Prof. Hartgen stressed the imporAuxiliary, and the money will be year, and it is hoped that larger space tance of building churches contemavailable whenever the work of ex- will be available for the fall of 1956. porary with each age.
pansion begins.
Construction of Canterbury House,
which is the rectory for St. James
Church as well as University student
center, began in the spring of 1950.
During its building the National
DELICATESSEN AND CREAMERY
Woman's Auxiliary made a gift of
— Gift Packages For Every Holiday Occasion —
$8,000 to add to the funds provided
by the Diocese of Maine and the
All Kosher sandwiches to take out
parish.
Student attendance Sundays at the
Dial 6740
117 State St.
Bangor, Me.
chapel, which has a capacity of about
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Ensemble To Give Concert Speech Groups
The Department of Music in association with the Memorial Union will
present the University of Maine's
String Ensemble under the direction
of Earle Melendy in a concert on
Sunday. Jan. 15, in the Main Lounge
at 4 p.m.
The concert, open to the public and
for which no admission charge is
made, will program the complete
Concerto Grosso No. V Op. 6 No. 5
by Handel and two movements from
Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 11 in G
Major with Priscilla Pfeiffer as soloist.
Beverly Antonitis, harpist, will also
appear on the program. Jean Ann
Davidson, flutist, will assist the string
players in a composition by Kennon
called Night Soliloquy. Other works
to be presented are by Brahms,

Gets $300 Award
A University freshman has been
named a national winner of a $300
college scholarship in the National
4-H Club Clothing Awards Program
for 1955.
Miss Carleine D. Shibles, the state's
only national 4-H winner this year,
was presented the award at the National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago
last month.
One of 12 national winners in the
Clothing Awards Program for 1955.
Miss Shibles has won numerous
awards at Maine fairs and exhibits.

Grandjany. Rose and Valensin.
Also participating will be Earle
Melendy conductor, Roberta White
and Gene Melendy, first violins; Constance Eberhardt, Marilyn Graffam,
Lora Lenz and Nancy Bradford. second violins: Helene Beyer and Faith
Varney. violas; Klaus Kroner, violoncello: and Greyson Lane, bass.

Union Calendar

Plan Clinic At
Union Friday

Phi Mu, 7-10:30 p.m.. Totman Room
THURSDAY,JANUARY 12
Assembly, 7:30 p.m.. Main Lounge
.NSME, 7-9 p.m., Lown Room
ETA, 7-8 p.m., Bumps Room
TUESDAY,JANUARY 17
The Maine Speech Association. in Sailing Club, 7-9 p.m.. Totman Room Student Senate, 7-9 p.m., Lown Room
INIAA, FFA Room
cooperation with the Department of AOPi, 4-5:30 p.m., 1912 Room
Outing Club, 7-10 p.m., Totman
Speech, will hold a clinic dealing with Safety Council, 8-9:30 p.m.,
Davis Room
Room
the problems of oral interpretation
Square Dance, 7-10:30 p.m., Main
Chi Omega, 3-5 p.m., Davis Room
tomorrow. Jan. 13. in the Union.
Lounge
Alpha Zeta, 7-9 p.m., Main Lounge
Brother Benilde, C.F.X., John Bapst
THURSDAY,JANUARY 19
High School, and Dr. Wofford Gard- FRIDAY,JANUARY 13
Movie, 7 and 9 p.m., Bangor Room White House Conference Report,
ner are co-chairmen of the clinic.
Oral Interpretation Clinic, 10 a.m.Registration At 10 A.M.
8 p.m., Bangor Room
4 p.m., Lown Room
Socony Placement Interviews, 9 a.m.Registration will be held in the
Oral Interpretation Clinic, 10 a.m.4 p.m., Lown Room
Two officers of the Husson College Union from 10 to 10:30 a.m.
4 p.m., Bumps Room
Sailing Club, 7-9 p.m., Totman Room
Veterans Club. Robert McCarrer and
The program includes: "What Is
Wayne Holmquist, discussed problems Effective Oral Interpretation?" Broth- Joy Manufacturing Co. (interviews), AOPi, 4-5:30 p.m., 1912 Room
9 a.m.-6 p.m., FFA Room
Sophomore Class Executive Comm.,
and activities at a recent meeting of er Benilde, C.F.X., assisted by Mrs.
International Paper Co. (interviews),
7-9 p.m., Davis Room
the Maine Veteran's club.
E. Arbo, Houlton; Mrs. V. Coffin,
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Totman Room
Thursday Club, 8 p.m., Women's
Following the open discussion a Old Town; Miss L. Reed, Bucksport;
Lounge
regular business meeting was con- Mrs. E. Warner, Rumford: and Mr. SATURDAY,JANUARY 14
A. Weymouth, Belfast; Sources of Movie, 7 and 9 p.m., Bangor Room
ducted by William Law, president.
The name of the club was officially Material"—Mrs. Federick Tippens, Square Dance, 8 p.m., Main Lounge
changed to "Student Veterans Club of University of Maine: Demonstrations SUNDAY,JANUARY 15
of the "Interpretation of Poetry" by Chamber Music, 4 p.m., Main Lounge
the University of Maine."
Committee chairmen appointed were Miss Carol Prentiss, Stearns High MONDAY,JANUARY 16
Robert Delisle, finance; Herb Warren, School; "Interpretation of Poise" by
Flying at each other in the Mesocial affairs; and Chuck Brett, pub- Mrs. Gladys Walker, Waterville High
morial Gym last Friday night were
Drama"
by
"Interpretation
of
School;
licity.
the Owls and the Eagles in a pre
Mrs. Robert Brown, Bangor High
Bird-Bait dance basketball game.
ClinSchool; and "Improving Future
NEW MEMBERS
The Eagle women displayed brilics," by Dr. Wofford Gardner, UniverMary Jane Keith, Lawrence Heg- sity of Maine.
liant professional-type ability on long
gen, Patricia Wade, Evelyn Stephenset shots from three feet out, but the
The clinic will adjourn at 4 p.m.
Sat.-Tues., Jan. 14-17
son. Martha Reino, and Patricia
fast break proved to be the deciding
attend.
invited
to
are
All
students
Bizier were accepted into Kappa Del"THE LAST FRONTIER"
factor as the Owlmen squeaked out a
ta Pi, honor society in Education, at
one point triumph, 5 to 4.
In Cinemascope &
Alpha Zeta is the national agricula meeting of the organization last
Technicolor
The Owls, hampered somewhat by
week
tural honorary society.
long skirts, boxing gloves, goalie
Victor Mature, Guy Madison,
gloves, and handcuffs, managed to get
Robert Preston
off to a flying start but the determined
Eagle women kept them in check most
Thurs.-Sat., Jan. 19-21
of the way.
"THE DAY THE WORLD
ENDED"
raisle Sari —
also
'Zia" c."!d•da. di.1 PARK'S
"THE PHANTOM OF
PAR K'S HARDWARE
10,000 LEAGUES"
& VARIETY

Husson Men Talk
To Veterans Club

Eagles Edge Owls
5-41n Annual Game

Opera House

NOW!--You can have your

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

Mill Str

Or ono, Marna.

So They Are Fresh and Sparkling—the way you want them!

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCR IFN. HITS

CANOE CITY LAUNDROMAT

PARK AMUSEMENT COUP ilY

is pleased to announce we are nos

•

••••••••••.• Moe

-

4,1,••••••

41..-

BIJOU - Bangor

AGENTS FOR

Sat. through Tues.
Jan. 14 to 17
Cinemascope & Technicolor
"THE SECOND GREATEST
SEX"
Jeanne Crain, George Nader,
Kitty Kallen

Wong's Chinese Laundry
Shirts beautifully laundered and carefully pressed ...

PARK

BANISH YOUR SHIRT PROBLEM

RANCOR
Fri., Sat., Jan. 13-14
"HERE COME THE COEDS"
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
plus
"KING OF THE COWBOYS"
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, and
George "Gabby" Hayes

Bring them to the Canoe City Laundromat, across from the Woolen Mill—
where you can solve ALL your Laundry Problems.

Laundromat Services
9 Lb. Wet Wash
Washed, Dried and Folded

Sun. through Tues.
Jan. 15-1647
Cinemascope & Technicolor
"THE TALL MEN"
Clark Gable, lane Russell,
Robert Ryan
plus
"MAD AT THE WORLD"
Frank Lovejoy, Keefe Brasselle
and Cathy O'Donnell

350
75e

— All Bundles Individually Washed and Dried -

We Also Do Dry Cleaning

Wed.& Thurs., Jan. 18-19
Technicolor
"YOU KNOW WHAT
SAILORS ARE"

(Two-Day Service)
Located Across From Woolen Mill

Old To% n

Tel. 7-2344
Open Frida% Evenings until 8 For Your Conveniencv

Orono,

;
;

L.

Ak im Tamiroff, Donald Sinden,
Sarah Lawson
plus
"LOVE
Marilyn Monroe and
The Marx Brothers

Wed. through Fri.
Jan. 18 to 20
"ILLEGAL"
Edward G. Robinson,
Nina Foch, Hugh Marlowe

5
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Thurs., Jan. 12
Richard Widmark, Lauren
Baca!!
In Cinemascope
—Drama—Very Good
"THE COBWEB"
6:30-8:30
Fri. & Sat., Jan. 13-14
James Dean, Natalie Wood
In Cinemascope
Drama—Very Good
"REBEL WITHOUT CAUSE"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Sun., Mon.,Tues.,
Jan. 15-16-17
Clark Gable, Jane Russell
In Cinemascope—
Drama—Excellent
"THE TALL MEN"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Wed.,Thurs., Jan. 18-19
Burt Lancaster. Montgomery
Clift
In Drama—Excellent
"FROM HERE TO
ETERNITY"
6:30-8:30
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(Sports Editor)
Although most of the sentiment about whether Maine should or
should not pull out of State Series football competition seems to have
faded away, there are still a few sports scribes, coaches, and other
interested persons in the area who have strong opinions on the issue.
There are a few of these folks who continue to wave the banner of
tradition, but most everyone we talk to would like to see Maine get
out and meet with some competition.
Don't get us wrong, we don't say that the three other state colleges don't offer Maine any competition. This is where the die-hards
leap into the air and proclaim that there is competition in the Series
loop. Granted friends, granted! But is there enough competition in
the state title race to warrant keeping a squad with the prospects
that Maine has in the annual Series?
Well, what will Maine do to fill out the Black Bear schedule in
the event that the University fathers elect to eliminate State Series
football contests? Our traditionally inclined cohorts grimace when
this question is brought up, and maintain that "If Maine tries to go
'Big 10' the Pale Blue will never win more than a game a decade."
Come now, we don't advocate that Maine schedule games with
Army, Illinois, or Georgia Tech. The idea itself is absurd! But
why not schedule games with some of the middle-class independents
in the East?
Sure, something like this can't happen overnight, Rome wasn't
built in a day! A change along these lines takes a lot of hard work
and detailed planning. Few people realize the amount of work that
is put into considering and planning a schedule change. But if and
when Maine decides that the State Series football competition is a
lopsided circuit, and takes steps in revising the Bear schedule, we
know that progress will be made. The era of one-sided scoring will
be past and football fans will feel confident when they take their
seats at Alumni Field that a good ball game will reward them for
the two-and a half buck ducat fee.
No, Maine wouldn't win as many of the games with the independents as it does against Colby, Bowdoin, and Bates, but you
can be sure a game would be played, not just a lopsided scoring
marathon. Of course, there would be exceptions. An occasional
50-0 score would pop up now and then, but on the whole we feel
that a better brand of ball would result.
How long will people continue to shell out the admission price
to see one team completely overpower another squad when they can
sit in the comfort of their own living rooms and watch the game of
the week IN COLOR, for nothing? A number of alumni are quite
willing to attend the Series games and enjoy them, but will this
feeling continue indefinitely?
And, looking at the situation from another angle, will the other
three colleges be embarrassed into dropping out of the Series or
dropping Maine from their schedules, or will they keep striving to
build teams that can compete at Maine's level? This is a big factor
in the problem and the answer to this question will have a strong
effect on any decision the University officials decide one on.
But, taking all factors into consideration, it seems to us that
action will definitely be needed on the situation in the near future.
Either Maine will definitely stay in the football series, or steps will
be taken to schedule the grid Bears with other teams. The way th:
situation stands at present, it looks like the State Series is here to
stay in football. But don't be surprised if changes are made.... remember, we told you so.

Editor Gives Views
On Vermont In Y-C
Last month the Campus contacted Ed Willard, sports editor
of the Vermont Cynic, University
of Vermont student newspaper,
asking Willard to answer the
question: "What is the student
sentiment at Vermont in regard
to the Yankee Conference?"
This week the Campus received
an answer from Willard, parts of
which are re-printed below:
"We have decided to remain in the
Yankee Conference and to participate
fully in all sports with the exception
of football. We do not intend to drop
our present commitments in football
but we feel that we could not compete
successfully with more Yankon opponents on our schedule.
Ours is the somewhat awkward
position of being the smallest school
in the conference. We are also under
a very limited scholarship set-up for
athletes with tuition and partial tuition scholarships (the same as are
available to any student) being the
limits of our aid to athletes. Our
overall scholarship program is also
small which would put more athletic
scholarships in a bad light.
Overall, the student body at the
University of Vermont is all for continued competition in the Conference
within our limits. I speak for myself
and probably others when I say that
we feel strongly akin to the University
of Maine as far as our general athletic program is concerned."
ED WILLARD

Sports Editor
PITCHERS—CATCHERS
head baseball coach Walter Anderson announced Monday that
all pitchers and catchers interested in going out for baseball this
season should report to him in
the Gym any time Monday, January 16.

Bear Cagers To
Invade Bowdoin
With only one victory under their belts in six outings, Coach Hal
Woodbury's varsity Bear quintet will be gunning to down Bowdoin
when they travel to the Polar Bears' home court at Brunswick Friday
night.
The Bowdoin combination eked out game and is the favorite in tomora slender three-point victory over the row's action.
Woodburymen earlier in the season. Bowdoin Takes Defeat
Bowdoin has shown steady improve- Last weekend Williams walloped
ment since the last Bowdoin-Maine the Polar Bears with a 92-72 victory
in a game that was never close. The
Williams quintet roared to a 49-23
halftime margin and finished strong,
never letting Bowdoin get an offensive
attack started. Brud Stover sparked
the Polar Bears in the clash, dunking
23 tallies.
To date Maine has tipped Vermont
with a one-point margin and suffered
defeat at the hands of Colby twice,
Four leading intramural bas- Bowdoin, Bates, and Northeastern.
ketball squads will get a chance The Black Bears have been downed
to show their "stuff" against by only a few points in their losses,
Coach Jack Butterfield's power- except against Colby and Bates.
ful frosh aggregation Saturday at Bates trounced the Maine aggregation in a pre-holiday test and Colby
2 p.m. in Memorial Gym.
rebounded from an early season narThe teams selected to play the row win over the Pale Blue to thump
yearlings in four ten-minute periods the Black Bears 90-75 at Waterville
will not be announced until today or Monday night.
tomorrow, but an athletic official said Huskies Edge Bears
the groups will probably be chosen
from the present fraternity leaders, Last Saturday at Boston the NorthPhi Gam, Phi Mu, Kappa Sig, Beta, eastern University Huskies edged
Maine by one point with a 65-64 deand Phi Eta.
cision.
Mike Polese led the Maine
Student Officials
with 25 points while Pete
University students who recently scoring
Kosty
and
Folsom hit the double
passed the international basketball figures withGus
13 and 11.
official's exam will officiate Saturday's
action. Don Knott, Vance Wells, Against Northeastern the Bears
Charlie Wellner, John E. O'Connor, pulled up from a seven-point disadMort Hamlin, and Tom Sezak were vantage with 50 seconds remaining
among the 25 candidates who recently to within one point of the Boston
team when the final whistle sounded.
passed the examination.
At Colby Monday the Mules
Fraternity Leaders
The fraternity basketball circuit has downed Maine with a 15 point spread
produced some of the best competition hitting for a high 50 per cent shootin recent years, with no less than ing average on their home court. Alseven teams battling for the league though Lee Williams' quintet allowed Maine more shots from the
sunspot.
As of Sunday, Phi Gam and Kappa floor, the Bears couldn't turn back
Sig are tied for first place with match- the much improved Colby tide.
ing 3-0 records, while Phi Mu holds
the second place slot with a 2-0 tally. Firlotte To Be Feted
Beta and Phi Eta have posted 3-1
records and are deadlocked in third
Paul Firlotte, senior Maine displace.
tance runner, and Coach Chester
Sigma Nu and SAE are tied in the Jenkins will be honored at the
next slot with 2-1 markers.
annual Bangor Daily News athThe three non-fraternity leagues letic award banquet Saturday,
have produced their share of top-flight January 28.
combinations along with the Greek
Firlotte has been named to requintets. The off-campus squad heads
the Red division with a 3-0 tally and ceive the outstanding Maine
in the White division Newman and amateur athlete for 1955 award,
Corbett 4 are battling for first place while Jenkins will be honored for
honors with 4-0 records. The Blue his outstanding contributions to.
division is headed by Hart 2 with an Maine track over the past 28
unblemished 4-0 record also.
years.

Greek Quintets
To Meet Frosh
Five Saturday

Bear Ski Team In Top Shape,
Ready For Eastern Finals

Thinclads Prep For Home
Opener Against Bowdoin
Coach Chester Jenkins and his indoor track squad will open the
1956 home track season a week from Saturday when the cindermen
host Bowdoin in the field house at 1 p.m.
Jenkins told the Campus that to date Furrow ran the last mile and oneBowdoin has not met with any outside half with only one shoe in the two
competition, but the Poalr Bear track- mile run, but came in second despite
men participated in an inter-class af- the tremendous handicap.
fair last week end. Maine's veteran The varsity combination poste] a
track mentor said the times and dis- 811
/
2 verdict against the Garnet
/
2-441
tances posted in the inter-class meet forces while the yearlings routed the
looked "very good." He added that Bobcat frosh with a landslide 93-24
Bowdoin is reported to have "one of
the best teams they've had in several margin.
Varner Stars
y ears."
Jim Varner starred in the meet
Defeat Bates
Jenkins commented on Saturday's scoring three first place victories. The
meet against Bates at Lewiston saying. former New Jersey schoolboy ace
"The team did a wonderful job con- copped the high and low hurdle events
sidering that we had only three prac- and the 40-yard dash.
tices to get ready for the meet." Buzz Gartner set a new meet record
Jenkins lauded the efforts of every in the high jump as he crossed the
man on the team, but had particular bar at the six feet, two and one-half
praise for Frank Beyer. Jim Varner, inch level. Phil Haskell paced the
Stan Furrow, and Dick Law. Beyer, Baby Bears to their lop-sided win by
a sophomore. cleared the high jump matching Varner's three victory efbar at 6' I/2", taking second place in forts. Haskell won the 40-yard dash.
300-yard run, and broad jump.
that event.
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Dale Besse, frosh runner who is
shooing a lot of promise on the
yearling indoor track squad, is

shown working out on the track
in the field house. Besse won the
1000-yard run and placed second
In the 600-yard run against Bates
Jayvees •Saturday.

After almost a month of excellent snow conditions, the University of Maine ski team is in top shape according to Coach Ted
Curtis. The hickorymen have one more scheduled meet before they
compete in the Eastern Intercollegiate Championships at Lyndonville, Vt., Feb. 4-5.
Curtis said Maine skiiers will meet hill slalom and the jumping.
the University of New Brunswick at Better Time
Orono Jan. 21, weather and snow
At Lyndonville. Curtis noted that
conditions permitting.
the cross-country squad combination
Exceed Expectations
posted a total time of three minutes
The veteran ski coach says the team less than the average time of the
has exceeded all the expectations and Maine cross-country team last year.
he expects the squad to turn in top Adding to this feat is the fact that
performances in the Eastern Intercol- the meet was held almost a month
legiates.
earlier this year than it was last seaTwo years ago the team placed son.
third in the meet, while last year the
At Lyndonville. the Maine squad
Bears placed second.
defeated three of the top ten senior
Curtis noted the entire squad hand- division teams, while only three men
ed in top-notch performances at the made longer jumps than junior Leon
Franconia Cross-Country meet at Akers. One of these jumps broke a
Franconia, N. H., and at the Inter- record for the course which had stood
collegiate Invitation meet held at since 1948.
Lyndonville during the past three Curtis particularly praised the efweeks.
forts of Milton "Mickey" Christie,
Last week end the squad traveled Dave Gould, Kelly Elliot, Frank
Morto Farmington for extensive training gan. Leon Akers, John Bragoli, Bruce
in all events, particularly the down- Reed, and Everett Cowett.
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Roland Robbins Unusual Exhibit On Display At Carnegie Professor Gets
One of the most unusual art
To Speak At
exhibitions of the year is now on
$10,000 Grant
display in the main gallery in
Night Assembly Carnegie
Hall. The exhibition is
wood cuts, paintings, hand-hooked
rugs, table linens and settings, tapestries, and many paper products such
as napkins, placemats, and similar
comprised of 150 contemporary items.
An e'ening assembly is schedfabrics
by Angelo Testa.
Little Man Designs
uled for Monday, Jan. 16. at 8
The public is invited to visit the
One of the features of the exhibip.m.. featuring Roland Wells
Robbins, consultant and lecturer exhibition which has been arranged tion is the so-called Little Man deby Professor Vincent A. Hartgen, signs. Testa gives this description of
on Colonial and Early American
head of the art department. It will be these designs: "In 1943, when the
Archeology.
on display during January.
Little Man design was created, there
The assembly will be held at
Besides fabrics, the exhibition in- was a great need for a change in the
night in the Main Lounge of the cludes photographs
of modern in- character and form of printed fabrics.
Memorial Union enabling Rob- teriors. design plates. plastic materials, Fabric design no longer maintained
bins to present slides supporting
his talk on "Treasure Hunting in
Americana.”
Robbins, of Concord, Mass., is
primarily interested in the restoration of Early American ruins.
Colliers magazine brought national attention to Robbins as the
Pick and Shovel Historian.
Some of his digs and discoveries include Thomas Jefferson's
birthplace, early iron works of
Saugus, Mass., and an early powder mill of the Dupont Company
of Wilmington, Delaware.
Adding more color to his lecture will be yarns and legends
concerning rural New England.

any relationship to 20th century man
or to 20th century living. The break
from the traditional, realistic pattern
to a contemporary one, could not be
gradual.
He has exhibited widely throughout
the United States, and has been a
pioneer in developing livable contemporary designs. Testa has been
awarded numerous prizes for designs,
among which is a citation by the
American Institute of Architects, for
several plates submitted at its annual
convention in Havana.

Horton H. Morris, assistant professor of chemistry at the University,
has been notified of the award, for
one year, of a $10,000 Frederick
Gardner Cottrell grant by Research
Corporation.
The grant is in support of a research project involving a study of
the synthesis and reactions of certain
organic compounds.
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What's doing

at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority Has Annual
Founders Day Tea

U. S. Jets Dominate
International Air Transport

Approximately 60 student and
alumni members of Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority at the University attended
a Founders Day tea Sunday in the
Women's Lounge of the Union.
A message from Stella George
Stern Perry, national founder of the
sorority, was read by Eloise Pelletier,
a member of the University chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi. A memorial
service for Edith Buzzell, one of the
founders of the local chapter, who
died recently, was held.
Refreshments provided by Alumnae
members"skere served.
Ruth Merserve and Joan Whitworth
were in charge.

Many engineering graduates would like to be concerned with air power of the next generation. One
way to fulfill that ambition is to pursue a career
alongside engineers who have consistently produced
the world's best aircraft engines.

Most major U. S. airlines, recognizing the future of jet

flight in commercial transportation, have placed their orders
for jet-powered transports. Of added significance, however,
is that American-made equipment will be flown also by
foreign airlines in the age of jet travel.

COMMERCIAL BANKING

Flying Douglas DC-8 Clippers or Boeing 707 Stratoliners, these domestic and foreign airlines, circling the globe,

SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE

will shrink it 40 per cent. For power, the entire fleet will
rely on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft jet engines. Such achieve-

TRUSTS AND ESTATES
You are invited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and efficient
services.
An account with a progressive bank is considered good
business.

ment is evidence of unchallenged leadership.

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY

DOMESTIC AIRLINES

Member
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft power
for international jet fleet

Pan American World Airways
United Air Lines
National Airlines
American Airlines
Braniff International Airways
Eastern Air Lines
Continental Airlines

Be Holsum Look Holsum
FOREIGN AIRLINES

Buy

World's foremost

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
Japan Air Lines

designer and builder

HOLSUM BREAD

of aircraft engines

Plus Sunshine Vitamin D
Baked by

John J. Nissen
Baking Corp.
Bangor-Brewer, Maine

The 1-57 turbojet first engine in aviation
history to achieve an official power rating
in the 10,000-pound thrust class. Its pacesetting performance in military aircraft
blazed the way for American jet transport
leadership.

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
EAST

HARTFORD S. CONNECTICUT
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